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ABSTRACT
In Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) problem for sequence
data, the learning data consist of a set of bags where each
bag contains a set of instances/sequences. In many real
world applications such as bioinformatics, web mining,
and text mining, comparing a random couple of sequences
makes no sense. In fact, each instance of each bag may have
structural and/or temporal relation with other instances
in other bags. Thus, the classification task should take
into account the relation between semantically related
instances across bags. In this paper, we present two
novel MIL approaches for sequence data classification: (1)
ABClass and (2) ABSim. In ABClass, each sequence is
represented by one vector of attributes. For each sequence
of the unknown bag, a discriminative classifier is applied
in order to compute a partial classification result. Then,
an aggregation method is applied to these partial results
in order to generate the final result. In ABSim, we use a
similarity measure between each sequence of the unknown
bag and the corresponding sequences in the learning bags.
An unknown bag is labeled with the bag that presents
more similar sequences. We applied both approaches to
the problem of bacterial Ionizing Radiation Resistance
(IRR) prediction. We evaluated and discussed the proposed
approaches on well known Ionizing Radiation Resistance
Bacteria (IRRB) and Ionizing Radiation Sensitive Bacteria
(IRSB) represented by primary structure of basal DNA
repair proteins. The experimental results show that both
ABClass and ABSim approaches are efficient.
Keywords
Multiple instance learning; sequence data classification;
across bag dependencies; prediction; bacterial ionizing ra-
diation resistance
1. INTRODUCTION
Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) is a variation of classi-
cal learning methods that can be used to solve problems in
which the labels are assigned to bags, i.e., a set of instances,
rather than individual instances. MIL was originally intro-
duced to solve the problem of drug activity prediction and
polymorphism ambiguity [6]. Then, it has been applied to
several problems such as Protein-Protein Interactions (PPI)
[20] and image regions classification in computer vision [4].
For example, in drug activity prediction problem, each drug
molecule is represented by a bag, and the alternative low-
energy shapes of the molecule are represented by the in-
stances in the bag. In image regions classification, each im-
age can be treated as a bag of segments that are modeled
as instances, and the concept point representing the target
object can be learned through MIL algorithms.
One major assumption of most existing MIL methods is that
each bag contains a set of instances that are independently
and identically distributed. But, many real world applica-
tions such as bioinformatics, web mining, and text mining
have to deal with sequential and temporal data. When the
tackled problem can be formulated as a MIL problem, each
instance of each bag may have structural and/or temporal
relation with other instances in other bags. Considering this
issue, thus, the problem we want to solve in this work is the
MIL problem in sequence data that present structural de-
pendencies between instances of different bags. In this con-
text, the learning data consist of a set of bags where each
bag contains a set of sequences that are expressed differently
for every bag.
A variety of MIL algorithms have been developed such as
Diverse Density [13], Citation-kNN [17], MI-SVM [2] and
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HyDR-MI [22]. However, most of these algorithms are not
suitable for the problem of sequence data prediction since
they require an attribute-value format for their processed
data. In addition, the major assumption of most existing
MIL methods is that instances of different bags are inde-
pendently and identically distributed. Nevertheless, in many
applications, the dependencies between across bag instances
naturally exist and if incorporated in classification models,
they can potentially improve the prediction performance sig-
nificantly [23].
In this paper, we deal with MIL problem for sequence data
and we consider the case of data that present dependencies
between instances of different bags. We first provide a for-
malization of the problem of multiple instance learning in se-
quence data. Then, we present two approaches that take into
account relational structure information among across bag
instances/sequences. The first approach is the ABClass ap-
proach which performs first a preprocessing step of the input
sequences that consists in extracting motifs from the set of
sequences. These motifs will be used as attributes/features
to construct a binary table where each row corresponds to a
sequence. Then a discriminative classifier is applied to the
sequences of an unknown bag in order to assign its label. The
second approach is the ABSim approach which uses a sim-
ilarity measure between each sequence of an unknown bag
and the corresponding sequences in the learning bags. We
applied the proposed approaches to the problem of predic-
tion of IRR in bacteria using MIL techniques introduced and
described in [3]. The problem of IRR prediction in bacte-
ria consists in learning a classifier that classifies a bacterium
to either IRRB or IRSB. We describe an implementation of
our algorithms and we present an experimental study that
evaluates the performance of the proposed approaches in the
case of IRR prediction in bacteria.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 defines the problem of MIL for sequence data. In Section
3, we present an overview of some related works dealing
with MIL problems. In Section 4, we describe the proposed
MIL-based approaches for sequence data. In Section 5, we
describe our experimental environment and we discuss the
obtained results. Concluding points make the body of Sec-
tion 6.
2. BACKGROUND
In this section, we present the background information re-
lated to MIL in sequence data. We first describe the termi-
nology and our problem formulation. Then, we introduce a
simple use case that serves as a running example throughout
this paper.
2.1 Problem formulation
A sequence is an ordered list of events. An event can
be represented as a symbolic value, a numerical value, a
vector of values or a complex data type [19]. There are
many types of sequences including symbolic sequences, sim-
ple time series and multivariate time series. In our work,
we are interested in symbolic sequences since the protein
sequences are described using symbols (amino acids). We
denote Σ an alphabet defined as a finite set of characters or
symbols. A symbolic sequence is defined as an ordered
list of symbols. A sequence s with length P is written as:
s = s1, s2, . . . , sP , where sl ∈ Σ is a symbol at position l. Let
DB be a learning database that contains a set of n labeled
bags DB = {(Bi, Yi), i = 1, 2 . . . , n} where Yi = {−1, 1} is
the label of the bag Bi. Instances in Bi are sequences and
are denoted by Bij . Formally Bi = {Bij , j = 1, 2 . . . ,m},
where m is the total number of instances in this bag. We
note that there is a relation R between instances of different
bags denoted across bag sequences relation. Each instance
Bij of a bag Bi is related by R to the instance Bhj of an
other bag Bh in DB.
The problem investigated in this work is to learn a mul-
tiple instance classifier from DB. Given a query bag Q =
{Qk, k = 1, 2 . . . , q}, where q is the total number of instances
in Q, the classifier should use sequential data in this bag and
in each bag of DB to predict the label of Q.
2.2 Running example
In order to illustrate our proposed approaches, we rely on the
following running example. Let Σ = {A,B, . . . , Z} be an al-
phabet. Let DB = {(B1,+1), (B2,+1), (B3,−1), (B4,−1)}
a learning database that contains four bags. Positive bags
consists of B1 and B2 and negative bags consists of B3 and
B4.
B1 =
{
B11 = ABMSCD
B12 = EFNOGH
(1)
B2 =
{
B21 = EABZQCD
B22 = CCGHDDEF
(2)
B3 =
{
B31 = CDXYZ
B32 = GHWXY
(3)
B4 =
{
B41 = ABIJYZ
B42 = EFY RTAB
(4)
We note that B11, B21, B31 and B41 are related by an across
bag relation R. The same applies to B12, B22, B32 and
B42. We need to predict the class label of an unknown bag
Q = {Q1, Q2} where:
Q =
{
Q1 = ABWXCD
Q2 = EFXYGHN
(5)
3. RELATED WORKS
3.1 Sequence classification
Existing sequence classification methods can be divided into
three large categories [19]: (1) feature based classification,
(2) sequence distance based classification and (3) model
based classification.
In feature based classification, a sequence is transformed into
a feature vector. This representation scheme could lead to
very high-dimensional feature spaces. The feature extrac-
tion step is very important since it would impact on the
classification results. This step should deal with many pa-
rameters such as the criteria used for selecting features (e.g.
frequency and length) and the matchings type (i.e. exact or
inexact with gaps). After adapting the input data format,
a conventional classification method is applied.
In sequence distance based classification, a distance func-
tion should be defined to measure the similarity between a
pair of sequences. Then an existing classification method
could be used such as K nearest neighbor (KNN) or SVM.
The distance function determines the quality of the clas-
sification significantly [19]. In a recent work [5], authors
propose algorithms to learn sequential classifiers from long
and noisy discrete-event sequences. The algorithms use a
lightweight and flexible subsequence matching function and
a subsequence enumeration strategy called pattern silhou-
ettes.
Model based classification methods define a classification
model based on the probability distribution of the sequences
over the different classes. This model is then used to classify
unknown sequences. Naive Bayes is a simple model based
classifier that makes the assumption that the features of
the sequences are independent. Markov Model and Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) could be used to model the depen-
dencies among sequences.
3.2 Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) ap-
proaches
In multiple instance learning, the training set is composed
of n labeled bags. Each bag i in the training set contains
m instances and has a bag label Yi ∈ {−1,+1}. We notice
that instance j of each bag has label Yij ∈ {−1,+1}, but
this label is not known during training. The most common
assumption in this field is that a bag is labeled positive if at
least one of its instances is positive, which can be expressed
as follows:
Yi = max
j
(Yij). (6)
The task of MIL is to learn a classifier from the training set
that correctly predicts unseen bags. Although MIL is quite
similar to traditional supervised learning, the main differ-
ence between the two approaches can be found in the class
labels provided by the data. According to the specification
given by Dietterich et al. [6], in a traditional setting of ma-
chine learning, an object is represented by a feature vector
(an instance), which is associated to a label. However, in
a multiple instance setting, each object may have various
instances.
Recently, several MIL algorithms have been proposed in-
cluding Diverse Density [13], Citation-kNN [17], MI-SVM
[2], and HyDR-MI [22]. Diverse Density (DD) was proposed
in [13] as a general framework for solving multiple instance
learning problems. Diverse Density uses a probabilistic ap-
proach to maximize a measure of the intersection of the pos-
itive bags minus the union of the negative bags in feature
space. The key point of DD approach is to find a concept
point in the feature space that are close to at least one in-
stance from every positive bag and meanwhile far away from
instances in negative bags. The optimal concept point is de-
fined as the one with the maximum diversity density, which
is a measure of how many different positive bags have in-
stances near the point, and how far the negative instances
are away from that point.
MI-SVM [2] is an adaptation of support vector machines
(SVM ) to the MIL problem. The approach adopted by MI-
SVM explicitly treats the label instance labels as unobserved
hidden variables subject to constraints defined by their bag
labels. The goal is to maximize the usual instance margin
jointly over the unknown instance labels and a linear or ker-
nelized discriminant function.
In [16], the authors present two variants of the K-nearest
neighbor algorithm called Bayesian-KNN and Citation-
KNN. The Bayesian method computes the posterior proba-
bilities of the label of an unknown bag based on labels of its
neighbors. Citation-kNN algorithm classifies a bag based on
the labels of both the references and citers of that bag.
In [22], HyDR-MI (which stands for hybrid dimensionality
reduction method for multiple instance learning) is proposed
as a feature subset selection method for MIL algorithms.
The hybrid consists of the filter component based on an ex-
tension of the ReliefF algorithm [21] developed to work with
MIL and the wrapper component based on a genetic algo-
rithm that optimizes the search for the best feature subset
from a reduced set of features, output by the filter compo-
nent.
In [15], the authors present an SVM-based algorithm via Ap-
proximate Box Counting. They reformulate GMIL-1 algo-
rithm using a kernel for a support vector machine to reduce
its time complexity from exponential to polynomial. Com-
puting the kernel is equivalent to counting the number of
axis-parallel boxes in a discrete, bounded space that contain
at least one point from each of the two multisets.
In [24], an optimization algorithm that deals with multiple
instance learning on structured data (MILSD) is proposed.
In MILSD there exists rich dependency/structure informa-
tion between instances/bags that may be used to improve
the performance of existing MIL algorithms. This addi-
tional information is represented using a graph that depicts
the structure between either bags or instances. The pro-
posed formulation deals with two sets of constraints caused
by learning on instances within individual bags and learn-
ing on structured data and has a non-convex optimization
problem. To solve this problem, authors present an itera-
tive method based on constrained concave-convex procedure
(CCCP). It is an optimization method that deals with the
concave convex objective function with concave convex con-
straints [14]. However, in many real world applications, the
number of the labeled bags as well as the number of links
between bags are huge. To solve the problem efficiently, the
cutting plane method [10] is used. The authors of [24] have
present a novel adaption of the cutting plane method that
can handle the two sets of constraints simultaneously: the
goal is to find two small subsets of constraints from a larger
constraint sets. They also summarize three scenarios of the
structure information in MIL:
• I-MILSD: the relational structures are on the instance
level (either in the same bag or across bags).
• B-MILSD: the structure information is available on the
bag level.
• BI-MILSD: the structure information is available on
both instance level and bag level.
Applying the above presented algorithms on our IRR prob-
lem leads to two problems. The first problem is that these
algorithms can be used when the processed data can be
simply represented by bags of instances and the labels are
assigned to bags rather than individual instances. If ap-
plied on sequences, the input data should be presented in
attribute-value format whereas we aim to use the input
data without any adaptation of the format. For example, in
[2], the empirical evaluation is done on three datasets: (1)
MUSK dataset, (2) Corel dataset for image annotation and
(3) TREC9 dataset for document categorisation. The last
dataset contains sequence data. Terms are used to present
the text. This leads to an extremely sparse and high dimen-
sional attribute-value representation of the processed text.
In[15] and [24], a dataset of protein sequences was used in
the empirical evaluation. The goal is to identify Trx-fold
Proteins. In each protein’s primary sequence, the primary
sequence motif (typically CxxC) that is known to exist in
all Trx-fold proteins are found. Then, they extract a win-
dow of size 214 around each motif (20 residues upstream,
180 downstream). Each primary protein sequence is consid-
ered as a bag, and some of its subsequences (the extracted
windows) are considered as instances. These subsequences
are aligned mapped to a 8-dimensional feature space: 7 nu-
meric properties [11] and an 8th feature that represents the
residue’s position. So we obtain an attribute-value format
description of the dataset. The second problem is that they
don’t deal with the across bag relations that may exists be-
tween instances, except the algorithms in [24]. In [24], the
alignment score is used to identify the additional structure
information between proteins: if the score between a pair of
proteins exceed 25, then authors consider that there exists a
link between them. Only the B-MILSD algorithm was used
in experiments.
4. MIL-BASED APPROACHES FOR SE-
QUENCE DATA
In this section, we present the proposed approaches for MIL
in sequence data. We also present the naive approach to
deal with the problem of MIL in sequence data.
4.1 Naive approach for MIL in sequence data
The simplest way to solve the problem of MIL for sequence
data is to use standard MIL classifiers. However, most com-
monly used MIL algorithms require a uniform attribute-
value format description of all instances of different bags.
The naive approach for MIL in sequence data consists of a
two step approach. The first step is a preprocessing step that
transforms the set of sequences to an attribute-value matrix
where each row corresponds to a sequence and each column
corresponds to an attribute. The second step consists in
applying an existing MIL classifier. Figure 1 illustrates the
naive approach for MIL in sequence data.
In the case of sequence data, the most used technique to
transform data to an attribute-value format is to extract
motifs that serve as attributes. We note that finding a uni-
form description of all instances using a set of motifs is not
always an easy task. Since our naive approach takes into
account the across bag relations between instances, the pre-
processing step extracts motifs from each set of related in-
stances. The union of these extracted motifs is then used as
features to construct an attribute-value matrix where each
row corresponds to a sequence. The presence or the absence
of an attribute in a sequence is respectively denoted by 1 or
0. Using this approach, we obtain an attribute-value matrix
that contains a large number of motifs. It is worthwhile to
mention that only a subset of the used attributes is repre-
sentative for each processed sequence. Therefore, we may
have a big sparse matrix when trying to present the whole
sequence data using an attribute value format.
We apply the naive approach to our running example. Let
AttributeList1 = {AB,CD, Y Z} be the list of features ex-
tracted from the instances B11, B21, B31 and B41. Let
AttributeList2 = {EF,GH} be the list of features ex-
tracted from the instances B12, B22, B32 and B42. The
union of AttributeList1 and AttributeList2 produces the
list AttributeList = {AB,CD, Y Z,EF,GH}. In order to
encode the learning sequence data, we generate the follow-
ing attribute-value matrix denoted M :
M =
1stinstance | 2ndinstance
1 1 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 1 1 B11 1 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 1 1 B20 1 1 0 0 | 0 0 0 0 1 B3
1 0 1 0 0 | 1 0 0 1 0 B4
(7)
The sparsity percentage of M is 60%. We note that if we
have a big learning database, M could result to a huge and
very sparse matrix.
4.2 ABClass: Across bag sequences classifica-
tion
In order to avoid the use of one large vector of features to de-
scribe sequence data, we present ABClass, a novel approach
that takes into account the across bag relations. Each set
of related instances will be presented by its own motifs vec-
tor. This reduces the number of attributes that are not
representative for the processed sequence. Instead of using
a classifier that uses a large vector to describe all the se-
quences data, every vector of motifs will be used to produce
a prediction result. These results will be then aggregated to
have a final result. Based on the formalization, we propose
an algorithm that discriminates bags by applying a classifi-
cation model to each instance of the query bag. For each set
of across bag sequences, we extract motifs and we construct
a classification model. During the execution of the ABClass
algorithm, we will use the following variables:
• A matrix M to store the encoded data of the learning
database.
Figure 1: Naive approach for MIL in sequence data
• A vector QV to store the encoded data of the query
bag instances.
• A vector PV to store prediction results of the classifi-
cation.
The algorithm works as follows (see Algorithm 1). The
Algorithm 1 AcrossBagSequencesClassification(DB, Q)
Require: Learning database DB = {(Bi, Yi)|i =
1, 2, . . . , n} , Query bag Q = {Qk|k = 1, 2, . . . , q}
Ensure: Prediction result P
1: for all Qk ∈ Q do
2: AcrossBagSeqList← AcrossBagSeq(k,DB)
3: MotifList←MotifExtractor(AcrossBagsList)
4: M ← EncodeData(MotifList, AcrossBagsList)
5: QV ← EncodeData(MotifList,Qk)
6: PVk ← ApplyModel(QV,Model)
7: end for
8: P ← Aggregate(PV )
9: return P
acrossBagSeq function is illustrated in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 set acrossBagSeq (k, DB)
Require: Sequence index k, Learning database DB =
{(Bi, Yi)|i = 1, 2, . . . , n}
Ensure: A set of sequences S
1: S ← ∅
2: for all Bi ∈ DB do
3: S ← S ∪ {Bik}
4: end for
5: return S
Informally, the main steps of the ABClass algorithm are:
1. For each instance sequence Qk in the query bag Q, the
related instances among bags of the learning database
are grouped into a list (lines 1 to 3).
2. The algorithm extracts motifs from the list of grouped
instances. These motifs are used to encode instances
in order to create a discriminative model (lines 4 and
5).
3. ABClass uses the extracted motifs to represent the in-
stance Qk of the unknown bag into a vector QV , Then
it compares it with the corresponding model. The com-
parison results are stored in a vector PV (lines 6 and
7).
4. ABClass applies an aggregation method to PV in or-
der to compute the final prediction result P (line 9),
which consists in a positive or a negative class label.
We notice that the proposed approach can be simply eval-
uated by the accuracy of its prediction result. Another op-
tion can be used is the rate of classification models that
contributes to the prediction result.
We apply the ABClass approach to our running example.
Since the query bag contains two instances Q1 and Q2, we
will have two iterations followed by an aggregation step.
First, the algorithm groups the set of bags that are related
and extract the corresponding motifs.
AcrossBagsList = {B11, B21, B31, B41}
MotifList = {AB,CD,XY }
Then, it generates the attribute-value matrix M describing
the data.
Figure 2: System overview of the ABClass approach
M =
AB CD Y Z
1 1 0 B111 1 0 B210 1 1 B31
1 0 1 B41
(8)
The sparsity percentage of M is 33%. We note that the spar-
sity percentage of the produced matrix is reduced because
there is no need to use the motifs extracted from instances
{Bi2, i = 1, .., 4} to describe instances {Bi1, i = 1, .., 4}. A
model is then created using the encoded data (Model =
CreateModel(M)). Using the features list, a vector QV is
generated to describe the first instance Q1 of the query bag.
QV =
11
0
 (9)
By applying the model to the vector QV , we obtain the first
prediction result and we store it into the vector PV .
PV1 = ApplyModel(QV,Model)
The second iteration concerns the second instance Q2 of the
query bag. We do the same instructions described in the
first iteration.
AcrossBagsList = {B21, B22, B32, B42}
MotifList = {EF,GH}
M =
EF GH
1 1 B121 1 B221 0 B32
0 1 B42
(10)
The sparsity percentage of M is reduced to 25%. A
model is then created using the encoded data (Model =
CreateModel(M)). Using the features list, a vector QV is
generated to describe the second instance Q2 of the query
bag.
QV =
(
1
1
)
(11)
By applying the model to the vector QV , we obtain the
second prediction result and we store it into the vector PV .
PV2 ← ApplyModel(QV,Model)
The aggregation step is finally used to generate the final
prediction result using the prediction vector PV .
P = Aggregate(PV1, PV2)
4.3 ABSim: Across bag sequences similarity
According to the specificity of the processed data, a simi-
larity measure can be defined and used to discriminate in-
stances. We propose an algorithm that focuses on discrim-
inating bags by measuring the similarity between each in-
stance sequence in the query bag and corresponding related
sequences in the different bags of the learning database. We
note M a matrix used to store similarity measurement score
vectors during the execution of the algorithm. The ABSim
algorithm works as follows:
Informally, the algorithm is described as follows:
Algorithm 5 WAMS(M , W )
Require: Similarity matrix M = {Mij |i = 1, 2 . . . , n and
j = 1, 2 . . . , p}, Weight vector W = {wi|i = 1, 2 . . . , p}
Ensure: A prediction result P
1: totalP ← 0
2: totalN ← 0
3: nbP ← 0
4: nbN ← 0
5: for i ∈ [1; p] do
6: maxP ← 0
7: maxN ← 0
8: for j ∈ [1;n] do
9: if Yj = +1 and maxP ≥Mij then
10: maxP ←Mij
11: else if Yj = −1 and maxN ≥Mij then
12: maxN ←Mij
13: end if
14: end for
15: if maxP ≥ maxN then
16: totalP ← totalP + (maxP · wi)
17: nbP ← nbP + 1
18: else
19: totalN ← totalN + (maxN · wi)
20: nbN ← nbN + 1
21: end if
22: end for
23: avgP (M)← totalP /nbP
24: avgN (M)← totalN/nbN
25: if avgP (M) ≥ avgN (M) then
26: P ← +1
27: else
28: P ← −1
29: end if
30: return P
Algorithm 3 set AcrossBagSequencesSimilarity(DB, Q)
Require: Learning database DB = {(Bi, Yi)|i =
1, 2 . . . , n} , Query bag Q = {Qk|k = 1, 2, . . . , p}
Ensure: Prediction result P
1: for all Qk ∈ Q do
2: for all Bi ∈ DB do
3: Mik ← similarityMeasure(Qk, Bik) {Bik is the in-
stance number k in the bag Bi}
4: end for
5: end for
6: P ← Aggregate(M)
7: return P
Algorithm 4 SMS(M)
Require: Similarity matrix M = {Mij |i = 1, 2 . . . , n and
j = 1, 2 . . . , p}
Ensure: A prediction result P
1: totalP ← 0
2: totalN ← 0
3: for i ∈ [1;n] do
4: maxP ← 0
5: maxN ← 0
6: for j ∈ [1; p] do
7: if Yj = +1 and maxP ≥Mij then
8: maxP ←Mij
9: else if Yj = −1 and maxN ≥Mij then
10: maxN ←Mij
11: end if
12: end for
13: if maxP ≥ maxN then
14: totalP ← totalP +maxP
15: else
16: totalN ← totalN +maxN
17: end if
18: end for
19: if totalP ≥ totalN then
20: P ← +1
21: else
22: P ← −1
23: end if
24: return P
1. For each instance sequence Qk in the query bag Q, it
computes the corresponding similarity measure scores
(line 1 to 4). Similarity scores of all instances of the
query bag are grouped into a matrix M (line 3). Ele-
ment Mik corresponds to the similarity score between
Qk of Q and Bik of Bi.
2. An aggregation method is applied to M in order to
compute the final prediction result P (line 6). Accord-
ing to the aggregation result, a class label is associated
to the query Bag.
In our work, we define two aggregation methods: (1) Sum
of Maximum Scores (SMS) and (2) Weighted Average of
Maximum Scores (WAMS). Algorithms 4 and 5 illustrate
the SMS and WAMS aggregation methods.
For each sequence in the query bacterium, we scan the cor-
responding line of M , which contains the obtained scores
against all the other bags of the training database. The
SMS method selects the maximum score among the simi-
larity scores against bags that belong to the positive class
label (which we call maxP ) and the maximum score among
the similarity scores against bags that belong to the negative
class label (which we call maxN ). It then compares these
scores. If maxP is greater than maxN , it adds maxP to
the total score of the positive class label (which we denote
totalP (M)). Otherwise, it adds maxN to the total score of
the negative class label (which we denote totalN (M)). When
all selected sequences were processed, the SMS method
compares total scores of positive class label and negative
class label. If totalP (M) is greater than totalN (M), the
prediction output is the positive class label. Otherwise, the
prediction output is the negative class label.
Using the WAMS method, each sequence Qi has a given
weight wi. For each sequence in the query bag, we scan the
corresponding line of M , which contains the obtained scores
against all other bags of the training database. The WAMS
method selects the maximum score among the similarity
scores against bags that belong to positive class label (which
we denote maxP (M)) and the maximum score among the
similarity scores against bags that belong to the negative
class label (which we denote maxN (M)). It then compares
these scores. If the maxP (M) is greater than maxN (M), it
adds maxP (M) multiplied by the weight of the sequence to
the total score of the positive class label and it increments
the number of positive bags having a max score. Otherwise,
it adds maxN (M) multiplied by the weight of the sequence
to the total score of the negative class label and it increments
the number of negative bags having a max score. When all
the selected sequences were processed, we compare the aver-
age of total scores of positive class labels (which we denote
avgP (M)) and the average of total scores of negative class
labels (which we denote avgN (M)). If avgP (M) is greater
than avgN (M), the prediction output is the positive class
label. Otherwise, the prediction output is the negative class
label. In the case of IRR prediction in bacteria the posi-
tive (respectively negative) class label corresponds to IRRB
(respectively IRSB).
In order to apply the ABSim approach to our running exam-
ple, we need to use a similarity measure between sequences.
Suppose that we use a very simple similarity measure that
consists in the number of common symbols between two se-
quences. The first iteration computes the common symbols
between the instance Q1 of the query bag and the four in-
stances B11, B21, B31 and B41 and stores the result in the
first column of the matrix M .
M =

4 − B14 − B23 − B3
2 − B4
(12)
The second iteration computes the common symbols be-
tween the instance Q2 of the query bag and the four in-
stances B12, B22, B32 and B42 and stores the result in the
second column of the matrix M .
M =

4 5 B14 4 B23 4 B3
2 3 B4
(13)
The aggregation step applies SMS or WAMS aggregation
algorithm on the matrix M in order to generate the final
prediction result.
Using the SMS aggregation method, we have the following
results:
totalP (M) = 9
totalN (M) = 0
The query bag Q is finally classified as positive.
Using the WAMS aggregation method, it is needed to spec-
ify a weight value for each instance. We suppose that all
sequences have the same weight value, then we have the fol-
lowing results:
avgP (M) = 4.5
avgV (M) = 0
The query bag Q is finally classified as positive.
5. EXPERIMENTS
We apply the proposed approaches to the problem of phe-
notype prediction of bacterial Ionizing Radiation Resistance
(IRR) that can be formulated as a MIL problem for sequence
data [3]. Bacteria represent the bags and primary struc-
ture of basal DNA repair proteins represent the sequences.
In this context, an unknown bacterium is affiliated to ei-
ther Ionizing Radiation Resistant Bacteria (IRRB) or Ioniz-
ing Radiation Sensitive Bacteria (IRSB). For our tests, we
used the dataset described in [3]. This dataset consists of
28 bags (14 IRRB and 14 IRSB). Each bacterium/bag con-
tains 25 to 31 instances that correspond to proteins impli-
cated in basal DNA repair in IRRB [3]. Additional and
more detailed information about our datasets and our ex-
periments in general can be found in the following link:
http://fc.isima.fr/~aridhi/MIL/.
5.1 Experimental environment
Computations were carried out on a i7 CPU 2.49 GHz PC
with 6 GB memory, operating on Linux Ubuntu. We used
WEKA [8] data mining tool in order to apply existing mul-
tiple instance classifiers when using the naive approach. To
deal with the ABSim approach, we used a local alignment
technique as a similarity measure. In our tests, basic local
alignment search tool (BLAST) [1] was used for computing
local alignments.
5.2 Experimental protocol
In our context, the Leave-One-Out (LOO) technique is con-
sidered to be the most objective test technique compared to
the other techniques such as hold-out and cross validation.
This can be explained by the fact that our training set con-
tains a small number of bags. For each dataset (comprising
n bags), only one bag is kept for the test and the remaining
bags are used for the training. This action is repeated n
times.
In order to evaluate the naive approach and the across bag
sequences classification approach, we first encode the pro-
tein sequences of each bag using a set of features/motifs
generated by an existing motif extraction method. Then,
we apply an existing classifier to the encoded data. In our
tests, we used DMS [12] as a motif extraction method. DMS
allows building motifs that can discriminate a family of pro-
teins from other ones. It first identifies motifs in the protein
sequences. The extracted motifs are then filtered in order to
keep only the discriminative and minimal ones. A substring
is considered to be discriminative between the family F and
the other families if it appears in F significantly more than
in the other families. DMS extracts discriminative motifs
according to α and β thresholds where α is the minimum
rate of motif occurrences in the sequences of a family F and
β is the maximum rate of motif occurrences in all sequences
except those of the family F . In the following, we present
the used motif extraction settings according to the values of
α and β:
Table 1: Number of extracted motifs for each set of
orthologous protein sequences.
Protein ID
Motif extraction setting
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
P1 397 459 856 2579 244
P2 19 322 1505 5550 0
P3 10 223 997 4752 0
P4 7 143 726 4131 0
P5 4 33 299 2036 0
P6 14 135 619 3756 0
P7 9 142 663 4297 1
P8 5 221 793 4301 0
P9 19 227 1107 4599 0
P10 31 289 1027 4210 0
P11 8 74 403 3138 0
P12 8 74 328 2236 0
P13 4 26 268 1882 0
P14 5 62 343 2815 0
P15 5 144 514 2405 0
P16 8 69 408 3031 0
P17 10 130 600 3086 0
P18 0 25 229 2081 0
P19 14 148 731 4185 0
P20 6 110 593 3589 0
P21 25 286 1206 4970 1
P22 19 383 1110 4295 1
P23 11 205 843 4545 0
P24 8 191 822 4246 0
P25 14 84 504 2933 0
P26 31 221 1077 3730 2
P27 17 54 324 2006 0
P28 18 288 866 3680 1
P29 4 56 432 3114 0
P30 11 174 501 2178 0
P31 1 20 228 2422 0
Total 742 5018 20922 106778 250
• S1 (α = 1 and β = 0.5): used to extract frequent
motifs with medium discrimination.
• S2 (α = 1 and β = 1): used to extract frequent motifs
without discrimination.
• S3 (α = 0.5 and β = 1): used to extract motifs having
medium frequencies without discrimination.
• S4: (α = 0 and β = 1): used to extract infrequent and
non discriminative motifs.
• S5: (α = 1 and β = 0): used to extract frequent and
strictly discriminative motifs.
5.3 Experimental results
In this section, we first provide accuracy and quality results
of the proposed approaches. Then, we present a compari-
son of runtime values of both naive approach, ABClass and
ABSim.
5.3.1 Accuracy
In order to use standard multiple instance classifiers, we
apply a preprocessing technique that consists in extracting
motifs from each set of protein sequences using the DMS
method. Table 1 presents, for each value of α and β, the
number of extracted motifs from each set of orthologous pro-
tein sequences. For setting 5 (α = 1 and β = 0), there is no
frequent and strictly discriminative motifs for most proteins.
This is why we will not use these values of α and β for our
next experiments. We note that the number of extracted
motifs increases for high values of β and low values of α.
As presented in Table 1, the number of infrequent and non
discriminative motifs is very high.
In order to encode data, the union of the extracted mo-
tifs from each protein is used. These motifs are used as
attributes/features to construct a binary table where each
row corresponds to sequence. The presence or the absence
of an attribute in a sequence is denoted by 1 or 0, respec-
tively. This binary table is called an attribute-value matrix.
It is worthwhile to mention that the number of used motifs
in the encoding step is huge. Consequently, the attribute-
value matrix representing the data becomes large and sparse
since only a small subset of the used motifs is representative
for each protein. We show in Table 2 the sparsity of the
attribute-value matrix which measure the fraction of zero
elements over the total number of elements. The sparsity of
our attribute-value matrix is generally proportional to the
number of used motifs. For example, the sparsity of the ma-
trix goes from 73.9% with 671 motifs to 91.1% with 8077
motifs. Figure 3 shows the accuracy values obtained using
naive approach, ABClass approach and ABSim approach.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the impact of the set of motifs
used in the preprocessing step on the results of the ABClass
and the naive approaches. For example, using MISVM clas-
sifier, the accuracy varies from 53.5% to 78.5%. Although
the motifs extracted using S1 motif extraction setting are
discriminative, naive approach does not provide good accu-
racy results for this setting except for the MISMO classifier.
The reason could be that the number of discriminative mo-
tifs for some proteins is limited to at most 10 as stressed
in Table 1. Using the naive approach, the best accuracy
is always provided by MISMO classifier (92.8%). Accuracy
of other used multiple instance classifiers depends on the
used motifs. Most of them provide good accuracy using the
S3 setting (non discriminative motifs with medium frequen-
cies). The number of extracted motifs per protein using
this setting is between 228 to 1505 which is an acceptable
number of motifs used to encode a protein sequence. Both
ABClass and ABSim approaches provide good overall ac-
curacy results since the least accuracy percentage is 89.2%.
This clearly shows that our proposed approaches are effi-
cient. Using ABSim approach with the SMS aggregation
method provides a better accuracy result compared to the
WAMS aggregation method. The best result was reached
using ABClass approach, J48 classifier and the motif ex-
traction settings S3 and S4. Using these two settings, a
large number of non discriminative motifs are extracted (see
Table 1).
Table 3 presents the rate of classification models that con-
tribute to predict the true class of each bacterium using
ABClass approach. We present this rate for the two mo-
tif extraction settings that already provided the best accu-
racy values i.e., S3 and S4. The rate of successful classifi-
cation models for B1, B11 and B15 are marked with bold
text because these three bacteria generate always low rates
Table 2: Sparsity of the attribute-value matrix.
Motif extraction setting Total number of motifs Sparsity (%)
S1 671 73.9
S2 1490 73.8
S3 4562 85.7
S4 8077 91.1
(a) Naive approach (b) ABClass approach (c) ABSim approach
Figure 3: Accuracy results.
compared to the rate of successful classification models of
the other bacteria. B1 presents variable rates that reach
68%. Although B11 is sometimes successfully classified, its
higher successful classification models rate does not exceed
50%. The rate of B15 does not reach 50% which makes
this bacterium always misclassified. These results may help
to understand some characteristics of the studied bacteria.
In particular, M. radiotolerans (B11) and B. abortus (B15)
that present the lowest rates. It means that in most cases,
M. radiotolerans is predicted as IRSB and B. abortus is pre-
dicted as IRRB; the former is an intracellular parasite [9]
and the latter is an endosymbiont of most plant species [7].
A probable explanation for these two failed predictions is
the increased rate of sequence evolution in endosymbiotic
bacteria [18]. As our training set is composed mainly of
members of the phylum Deinococcus-Thermus; expectedly,
the Deinococcus bacteria (B2-B7) present a very high rate
of successful classification models.
5.3.2 Speedup
Figure 4 shows the runtime of our approaches using different
settings. It is worthwhile to mention that the runtime of
our approaches varies in each LOO iteration according to
the number of proteins contained in the query bacterium
and the length of protein sequences of the learning set. The
indicated runtime in Figure 4 is the average runtime of all
the 28 iterations of the LOO evaluation technique. We note
that when using the naive approach, the motif extraction is
done once in the preprocessing step, whereas when using the
ABClass approach it is executed in every LOO iteration.
The runtime values of the naive approach (Figures 4(a),
4(b), 4(c), 4(d) and 4(e)) and the ABClass approach (Fig-
ures 4(f), 4(g) and 4(h)) are mainly composed of two parts:
the motif extraction runtime and the classification time.
Generally, these two parts are inversely proportional. For
example, a large number of non discriminative motifs is ex-
tracted in about 9 seconds using the S4 motif extraction
setting, then a larger runtime is needed in order to learn a
classifier using such high number of motifs. We notice that
the motif extraction runtime increases considerably when
discriminative motifs are required in the preprocessing step.
For example, it goes from 10 seconds for infrequent and non
discriminative motifs to about 10 hours for the frequent and
discriminative motifs. When the number of extracted motifs
is low (frequent and discriminative motifs) the motif extrac-
tion time is high but the classification time is still reasonable.
As stressed in Figure 4(i), the similarity based approach is
much faster than both the naive approach and the ABClass
method with most motif extraction settings (S1, S2 and S3).
This is particularly due to the fact that the ABSim approach
does not need a preprocessing step such as a motif extraction
step.
Taking into account the accuracy and the total runtime, the
best result is obtained using the ABClass approach, J48
classifier and S4 motif extraction setting. We notice that
MIDD which is an implementation of the Diverse Density
algorithm [13] has the longer execution time with low accu-
racy compared to all other classifiers. According the above
presented results, we mention that both ABClass and AB-
Sim are efficient to perform MIL on sequence data that have
dependencies between instances across bags. It is also im-
portant to recommend the use of ABSim approach when a
similarity measure can be easily defined and to use ABClass
approach when the data is already preprocessed.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the issue of multiple instance
learning (MIL) in the case of sequence data. We focused
on data that present dependencies between instances of dif-
ferent bags. We have described two novel approaches for
MIL in sequence data: (1) ABClass and (2) ABSim. We
Table 3: Rate of successful classification models using motif-based approach and LOO evaluation method
Bacterium ID
S3 motif extraction setting S4 motif extraction setting
SMO J48 Naive Bayes SMO J48 Naive Bayes
B1 44 60 36 60 64 68
B2 100 100 100 100 100 100
B3 100 90.3 100 100 90.3 100
B4 100 96.6 100 100 93.3 100
B5 100 90 100 100 90 100
B6 100 83.3 100 100 83.3 100
B7 100 93.5 100 100 93.5 100
B8 96.5 96.5 96.5 100 93.1 100
B9 100 84 100 100 84 100
B10 100 82.1 92.8 100 82.1 100
B11 17.8 50 17.8 21.4 50 35.7
B12 100 92.8 96.4 100 92.8 100
B13 88.8 66.6 70.3 88.8 66.6 77.7
B14 90 73.3 100 93.3 70 96.6
B15 3.5 32.1 35.7 0 32.1 14.2
B16 100 96.6 96.6 100 96.6 100
B17 96.2 96.2 96.2 96.2 96.2 96.2
B18 100 100 100 100 100 100
B19 100 100 100 100 100 100
B20 89.6 62 96.5 82.7 62 86.2
B21 96.5 82.7 96.5 93.1 82.7 93.1
B22 100 100 96.6 100 96.6 100
B23 100 96.7 93.5 100 96.7 100
B24 100 100 93.5 100 100 100
B25 100 96.7 93.5 100 96.7 100
B26 100 100 93.5 100 100 100
B27 100 100 100 100 100 100
B28 96.6 100 96.6 96.6 93.3 96.6
applied the proposed approaches to the problem of predic-
tion of ionizing radiation resistance (IRR) in bacteria. By
running experiments, we have shown that the proposed ap-
proaches are efficient. We are able to successfully predict
IRR of most bacteria, but we do not reach a 100% accuracy
percentage using the different experimental settings with all
proteins.
In the future work, we will study how the use of a priori
knowledge can improve the efficiency of our algorithm. We
specifically want to define weights for sequences by using a
priori knowledge in the learning phase.
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